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This historically important early site counts
with Goebekli Tepe and Catal Hoeyuek to the
significant Neolithic human settlements and
cult sites. It also falls into the same period
classified as Pre-Pottery Neolithic and its occupation started 12,000 years ago and ended
about three thousand years or hundred generations later. The site is situated about sixty
kilometers north of Diyarbakir next to a river
flowing into Tigris.

ing semi-sedentary. Only towards the end they
became permanently settled and started farming and shepherding sheep and goats.

Neolithic Revolution
In what was called the Fertile Crescent spanning from the Taurus Mountains across the
Euphrates and Tigris rivers to the Levant Mediterranean coast animal domestication and
organized farming started about twelve thousand years ago. This important development
From Nomads to Settlers
which changed human life dramatically was
At first inhabitants were living as semi-no- later called the Neolithic Revolution. It led to
mads from food collection and hunting. It was food over production and first storage and rethe first steps of hunter gatherer clans becom- sulted in an enormous population growth. Upcoming long distance trading created wealth
and villages grew from towns to first cities
with thousands of inhabitants.
Excavations
A residential site with eight thousand square
meters has been excavated so far. This is
possibly less than half of the size of this site.
First excavations started shortly after its discovery in 1963 and intensified later from 1991
onwards. Archaeologists found houses of different forms and built of various materials.
Unlike Catal Hoeyuek there were open spaces
in between houses and four public buildings
were identified as well. This was also different
to Catal Hoeyuek. In addition, no fortification
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walls were discovered like in Jericho.
Building Changes
Experts established six building phases
each with its typical architectural style. It is
interesting to see how quickly developments
took place. But there remain many questions
such as why did they changed from round
buildings to rectangular? As it is easier to
erect a round hut with roof supported by a
central pole. To cover a rectangular building
with a roof is more complex and difficult and
needs more material.
Six Building Phases
Phase one started about twelve thousand
years ago with round and oval houses built
of wattle and daub with floors below ground.
Their average diameter was four to five meters. The half below ground erection saved
wall heights and gave more stability. The
branches and leaves were covered with mud
against sun and rain.
Phase 2
In phase two started about thousand years
thereafter and construction became more
complex with rectangular houses with on
average five to ten meters. They were erected in a north south orientation and built on
simple foundations with stamped flooring.
Still the previous wattle and daub structure
was used. But the houses were partitioned
in three parts with living area, courtyard and
storeroom. Some featured now an oven. All
houses were arranged in a checkerboard

pattern giving proof of first signs of town planning.
Phase 3
During phase three starting about five hundred years later the city grew. Houses were
lying scattered with more space in between
them. Excavators were surprised to find first
open drainage canals between houses. Houses were erected from stone and mud brick on
small platforms with surrounding stone paved
verandas. They were built now in an east west
orientation. The houses served as living as
well as working quarters.
Phase 4
The fourth phase started about nine and a half
thousand years ago. This phase brought about
cobble paved and much larger houses with
two floors and bigger courtyards. Their extension could reach sixty to twenty meters. The
courtyards were adorned by various two meter
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high steles.
Phase 5
An important redevelopment took place during
the fifth phase five hundred years later. This
also brought about changes in ritual practices.
A common rebuilding project was started with
different sized houses built on the rubble of
old possibly deliberately pulled down houses.
The wattle and daub structures were abandoned and now replaced purely by mud brick
structures. Town planners introduced a city
plaza with the largest houses built around it.
This is certainly a sign of social differentiation
between wealth traders or leading clans.

bones of 450 individuals. Skulls were removed
in a common burial practice from skeletons
during the Neolithic Period. Inside excavators
also discovered an altar. Around the so-called
skull house stone steles were erected as possible ceremonial grave markers.

Phase 6
With the last phase a decline started and led
to a reduced settlement size. Still houses with
large rooms existed, but they were irregular
shaped with narrow streets in between. Public buildings disappeared as well which is a
clear sign of decline in importance and wealth. Possible Cult Palace
Nevertheless, the pottery period started but During the fourth phase another public building was erected in the north east measuring
knowledge was imported not invented here.
nine by twelve meters. It featured terrazzo
styled polished cobbled floors with twelve cenImportant Public Buildings
One public building was erected in phase timeter thick red and white plastered floors.
two and consisted of a large single room with Archaeologists are certain to have found an
a flagstone paved floor. It seemed to have altar like stone plate structure with a unique
served as meeting place and two stone steles plastered human face.
were positioned in its center.

Skull House
A first cult area was erected during phase
three on the eastern edge of town. A ceremonial skull house was partly dug into a slope with
small cellar like chambers covered up by stone
plates. It housed about seventy skulls and
experts established secondary burials with

Economy
It is interesting that during phase one to five
food collection of wild grains, plants, nuts and
fruit was the main supply of food resources.
Hunting wild animals such as boar, deer, wild
sheep and goats still supplemented their menu.
This was quite different to other settlements
at the time, which were developing faster with
organized farming and animal domestication.
Farming
Only towards the end during phase six inhabitants started farming of einkorn, lentils, vetch
and pulses. From phase five domestication and
shepherding of cattle, pigs, sheep and goats
started and hunting wild animals reduced to
ten percent. Experts also found that inhabitants for the first time included fish, snails and
mussels from the near by river into their menu.
Experts established also economic activities
such as bead making and weaving. Together
with the pottery production this is proof of
an existing long distance trading. The used
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pottery making technique was imported as
well as the weaving knowhow as experts established. Predominantly the inhabitants of
Cayoenue were metal workers and possibly
invented it in this region.
First Metal Working
Archaeologists were surprised to find traces
of early metal working of local copper and
malachite deposits. These were found at
a distance of twenty kilometers. It is really
proof of the first metal working activity in
the Near East. From phase two to four metal
working became more intense. But how did
it happen? When they were the first metal
workers in the region how did they learn to
do it?
First Steps
At first it started with unheated hammering
which is a tedious process. Later they tried
it with heating but not yet smelting. Only
towards the end real copper smelting took
place. As proof archaeologists dug up the
necessary related artifacts. They also found
over hundred malachite copper artefacts
with an age of nine thousand years.

Important Finds
Unfortunately, the outcome of artefacts in the
excavations was rather limited. But archaeologists found over four hundred mud plastered
figurines both in human and animal form. In
addition, some stone vessels were dug up.
Summary
Next to Goebekli Tepe and Catal Hoeyuek the
early town of Cayoenue is part of an important
Neolithic network which lived from early long
distance trade and social interaction based
on similar or common religious beliefs.
Nevertheless, their local developments are
different but at the same time partly similar.
For further information please look at the related articles on this website.
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